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Abstract—Applying object proposal technique for scene text
detection becomes popular for its significant improvement in
speed and accuracy for object detection. However, some of
the text regions after the proposal classification are overlapped
and hard to remove or merge. In this paper, we present a
scene text relocation system that refines the detection from text
proposals to text. An object proposal-based deep neural network
is employed to get the text proposals. To tackle the detection
overlapping problem, a refinement deep neural network relocates
the overlapped regions by estimating the text probability inside,
and locating the accurate text regions by thresholding. Since the
space between words in different text lines are various, a guidance
mechanism is proposed in text relocation to guide where to
extract the text regions in word level. This refinement procedure
helps boost the precision after removing multiple overlapped text
regions or joint cracked text regions. The experimental results on
standard benchmark ICDAR 2013 demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Text, as an important and intuitive visual object in natural
scene images, is beneficial for content-based image understanding and analysis. The relevant research [1] has been
used on many applications, such as license plate recognition,
automatic translation, robot navigation, virtual reality, etc.
Text detection is the initial and promising step in general
processing pipeline for its accuracy has extremely influence
on the sequential text recognition.
Scene text detection is a high level visual task, which
is difficult to be solved completely by a set of low-level
operations or manually designed features. Up to very recently,
the deep learning applied object classification and detection
methods achieved remarkable performance. The deep neural
network (DNN) is capable of learning meaningful high-level
features and semantic representations for visual recognition
through a hierarchical architecture with multiple layers of
feature convolutions. The trend that sample, classify and
regress the object proposals from a set of default boxes
on every feature map location can effectively increase the
detection accuracy and decrease the computational cost. In
this paper, we use the object proposals techniques and the
DNN to locate the text in natural scene images. It produces
a set of good quality text bounding boxes with high recall
by classifying sampled regions in a deep convolutional neural
network (CNN). Similar to sliding window-based methods,
it also results in overlapping problem of the detected text
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Fig. 1. Overlap situations of text detection results.

regions. The non-maximum suppression (NMS) process has
difficulty to eliminate the situations as follows.
(a) A word region is partly located with one more overlapped bounding boxes of high and approximate text confidence (Fig. 1(a)).
(b) Neighbored words aligning closely are located as one
word (Fig. 1(b)).
(c) Vertical neighbored words are partly detected as a text
region (Fig. 1(c))
To tackle this problem, a deep neural network combined
of CNN and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network is
cascaded to refine the text detection results. Given an enlarged
regions, namely the convex rectangle region containing two
overlapped text proposals in the image, this refinement network aims to return the accurate location of text regions inside.
This relocation process can efficiently remove the overlapped
regions or connect cracked regions, thus improve the detection
precision rate drastically. The major contributions of our work
are claimed as follows.
Firstly, we developed a two-stage text detection system
which can maintain the high recall of the initial text proposal
stage while boosting precision in the refinement stage. No
grouping step or post-processing are required in our text
detection system. Therefore, it is more efficient and faster.
Secondly, a text relocation network with guidance was
proposed to predict the accurate text regions of each row then
sequentially each column in the overlapped rectangle regions.
This relocation process can help to improve the text detection
precision.
Finally, we evaluated both the text detection system with
and without the refinement network on benchmark dataset
ICDAR2013. The experimental results demonstrated our proposed method can improve the precision extremely. Compared

with current state-of-the-art text detection methods, it also
showed its superiority.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: A selection
of related work is reviewed in Sect. II. Sect. III presents
our proposed method in detail. In Sect. IV, we give the
experimental results which include the details of databases and
the experimental setup. Finally, Sect. V gives a summarization
and conclusion of this paper.
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, some previous scene text detection work
are reviewed. Roughly, we group them to two categories:
connected component analysis (CCA)-based and regionalbased approaches.
The CCA-based methods detect text from pixel-level to
character level, then to text line level sequentially. Traditional CCA-based approaches [2] detect text by low level
features and heuristic rules. Since CNN has the good ability
to represent text features, it is widely incorporated with the
CCA-based methods for text/non-text classification [3], [4]
on candidate character components. Those approaches extract
character or text components by exploring low-level image
cues which is not robust. Incidently, a large amount of nontext components are generated. Even counting on CNN-based
classifiers, it is not easy to filter out them.
Building on recent advances of deep learning models for
image representation, many researches used CNN for pixelwised text regions extraction directly. It casts text detection
as segmentation problem [5] to predict the text probability
of each pixel by Fully Convolutional Network(FCN)-based
models [6]. And then perform MSER or graph cut on salient
text regions to get text components. High-level features are
extracted directly from the whole images for text regions detection. Algorithms directly runs on full images and few postprocessing steps are required. Compared with the traditional
CCA-based method, they are more robust and faster.
Regional-based methods usually adopt sliding window strategy, casting the text detection as a classical object detection
task. By scanning the images with multi-scale windows, discrete sub-image space regions are captured, and then classified
through texture classifiers or CNN [7], [8]. Extracting features
for each region independently is identified as the bottleneck
in these exhaustive region searching manner.
The object proposals techniques which share convolutions
across proposals [9], [10] and carried on with the DNNs
emerge as an alternative to the traditional regional-based text
detection approaches. Zhong et al. [11] designed a inception
region proposal network to achieve only hundred level candidate text proposals from a set of text characteristic prior
bounding boxes. Those candidate text regions were further
classified and regressed for accurate localization by a text
detection network that embedded ambiguous text category
information and multilevel region-of-interest pooling. Gupta
et al. [12] proposed a fully-convolutional regression network,
which draw on the image-grid based bounding box regression
network YOLO [13], to perform text detection at all locations

Fig. 2. The pipeline of the proposed text detection system.

and multiple scales in the image. Liao et al. [14] designed a
FCN-based TextBoxes model that directly output the coordinates of word bounding boxes at multiple network layers by
jointly predicting text presence and coordinate offsets to a set
of default regions on multiple layers. These kinds of methods treat text detection as object detection tasks. Instead of
cropping the image to a number of sub-regions and evaluating
the CNN thousands of times per image, these latest works
regress the text region’s coordinates on sparse proposals and
detect text on a single forward pass. Our text detection system
follows this strategy. To further boost the detection precision
and maintain the high recall, a text relocation network is
cascaded to estimate the accurate text regions on word level.
It can also be used for refining the repeating detected text
regions from multiple sliding windows or multiple channels.
III. P ROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present the details of the proposed text
detection method. The procedure of our system is shown in
Fig. 2. It includes a fast text proposal extraction network
operating in a high-recall and low-precision mode, and a
refinement network aiming to relocate the overlapped text
regions. The first part inputs the whole image and directly
outputs regressed coordinates and text probability referring to a
set of prior defined sparse windows. After thresholding on text
probability in each window, thousands of non-text regions are
removed. For overlapped text regions, the refinement network
further estimates the accurate text locations on the relevant
focused regions with a guidance mechanism. This system
shows the effectiveness of exploring deep convolutional neural
networks to directly output accurate text locations from text
proposals to text, departing from previous approaches that
apply a CNN classifier in a sliding window fashion requiring
for a number of complicated post-processing steps.

TABLE I
A DDED

LAYERS IN TEXT PROPOSAL GENERATION NETWORK .

Layer
Conv6
Conv7
Conv8 1
Conv8 2
Conv9 1
Conv9 2
Conv10 1
Conv10 2
Pool11

Kernel size
3
1
1
3
1
3
1
3
4

Stride step
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
4

Nodes
1024
1024
256
512
128
256
128
256
256

Predict
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

A. Object proposal-based text detection method
The text proposal generation network followes the idea in
single shot multibox detecting (SSD) model [10]. It takes a
natural scene image and fixed-size of windows to be classified
as input and produces the adjusted word-region bounding
boxes and the scores for the presence of text in them. After
setting a threshold on the text probability, large amount of the
regressed regions are removed. We call the rest of the detected
regions text proposals. The architecture of this network is build
on VGG-16 network but removes the fully-connected layers
meanwhile adds auxiliary layers as described in Tab. II. Nine
extra layers are concatenated after the basic VGG-16 network.
On the top of several layers, side-output layers are expanded
for sparse windows coordinates regression and text probability
estimation. The Predict item in Tab. II represents whether the
score and regional coordinates are predicted on that layer.
Including Conv4 3 layer in VGG-16, seven layers output the
prediction results for various text sizes. As for the prediction,
it is performed in a convolutional fashion. 3 × 3 kernel size is
used on each prediction layer to produce the score and a shape
offset relative to the predefined sparse window’s coordinates.
In our system, we select six aspect ratios: 0.7, 1, 2, 3, 5, 7 for
designing the sparse windows. The scales on the prediction
layers range from 0.06 to 0.85. That means the lowest layer
Conv3 3 has a scale of 0.06 and the highest layer Pool11
has a scale of 0.85, and all layers in between are regularly
spaced. Since all the input images are normalized to 500 ×
500, 38124 sparse windows are prepared and estimated in
total. Most of the evaluated windows are non-text regions.
Only the detections with text probability higher than 0.6 are
remained as text proposals.
This method discredits the output space of sliding windows
into a set of sparse windows over different aspect ratios and
scales per feature map location. At prediction time, text score
is estimated in each sparse window and produces adjustments
to its coordinates to better match the word shape. Different
windows may locate different parts of a word. So, it meets the
same overlapping problem in sliding windows-based methods.
Some overlapping results are shown in Fig. 3. The white
score above the bounding box represents its text probability.
It is difficult to remove the overlapped regions only by the
score. Keep them as detection results decreases the precision.
A relocation is performed on the overlapped text regions to
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Fig. 3. Examples of overlapped text detection results.

get accurate text detection results.
B. Text relocation with guidance
Inspired by the object relocation network LocNet [15] which
aims to get more accurate detection regions of objects, we
think out to apply it for text relocation network. Given a search
region, the LocNet returns the bounding box of an object of
interest inside this region. However, it only focuses on single
object relocation. Computing the probability on each row and
each column of the searched regions are independent. For the
overlapped text region, it may contain multiple text lines. The
vertical space between words in each text lines are different.
So, computing the text probabilities on the column depends on
the segmented text lines. Instead of using a linear structure to
search the text lines firstly and then the word space in each text
line through separated feature extraction steps, we propose a
DNN-based text relocation network with guidance mechanism
to extract features simultaneously. The text relocation network
is shown in Fig. 4(a)). The guidance is a template to tell
where to do max pooling over Y axis. Given a search space
A, the CNN first extracts the features of it. Then max pooling
transfers them on two directions and they are further input to
two LSTM respectively. The output of LSTM is the vectors to
N
estimate the text probabilities either of each row px =px (i)i=1
N
or each column py =py (j)j=1 . The probability in each row
or column represents the likelihood of this row or column
belonging to the inside of text regions. After filtering out the
rows and columns of low probability, the text bounding boxes
can be achieved.
To remove the ambiguousness of searching words left
and right boundaries among multiple text lines, the features
extracted from CNN are first multiplied with the guidance
before max pooling on Y axis. In training phase (Fig. 4(b)), the
guidance is a given binary template designed from the highest
ground truth text region. For example, if there are n text lines
in the input image, the rows of the ground truth bounding
box text regions are {[R1 , R2 ], [R3 , R4 ],· · · , [R2n−1 , R2n ]},
the one with the maximum height is represented as [Rt ,
Rb ]={[R2x−1 , R2x ]|maxx (R2x -R2x−1 )}. Then the template
B(i, j) is designed as Eq. 1.
{
1, Rt ≤ i ≤ Rb
B(i, j) =
(1)
0, otherwise.
In testing phase (Fig. 4(c)), the guidance is the binary
template refereing to the rows of relocated text lines. We first
compute the features from CNN and get the text probabilities of each row by the upper pipeline in Fig. 4(a). After
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Fig. 4. Text relocation network with guidance mechanism. (a) The relocation
network. (b) The guidance for training. (c) The guidance for testing.

thresholding on the text probabilities, the text lines can be
obtained. Suppose there are m text lines {[RR1 , RR2 ], [RR3 ,
RR4 ],· · · , [RR2m−1 , RR2m ]}, m corresponding templates
Tl (i, j) are generated from Eq. 2. So the process of max
pooling and LSTM on Y axis are performed m times to get
the spaces between words on m text lines.
{
1, RR2l−1 ≤ i ≤ RR2l , l ∈ [1, m]
Tl (i, j) =
0, otherwise.

In the experiment, a Flicker image dataset [16] and the
benchmark datasets SVT [17], ICDAR 2013 [18] are used for
training and testing. In Flicker image dataset, text are generally
attached on signboards and billboards with various font, color,
orientation and position. Since our proposed method can only
detect horizontal text, we exclude images in which text are not
horizontal. In total, we get 2900 images from Flicker image
dataset. All of those images and images in training set of SVT
and ICDAR 2013 are used for learning. We test the model on
testing set of ICDAR 2013 to evaluate the overall performance
of our method.

(2)

The feature extraction of text relocation network is implemented through VGG-16 network but removes the last pooling
and fully-connected layers. The input image is normalized to
96 × 96. The output feature map size through the sequential
convolutional layers becomes 6 × 6 × 512. Two max pooling
layers pool the features to size 1 × 6 × 512 and 6 × 1 ×
512 respectively. They are then input to LSTM and output two
vectors of size 1 × 96 and 96 × 1.
For any two text regions, if their Intersection over Union
(IoU) is larger than 0.2, they are considered as overlap. The
relocation is performed on overlapped region iteratively until
no new overlapping regions.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we introduce the databases and training
methods for testing our method. The evaluation and analysis
on scene text detection are presented as well.

For text proposal generation network, only the input images
and the ground truth of text regions are required in training
phase. A relationship between each sparse window and the
ground truth is built based on their IoU. The loss function
is a weighted sum of the text localization loss and the text
confidence loss [10]. We selected about 3452 training samples
from Flicker image dataset, SVT training datasetand ICDAR
dataset. To do data augmentation, we used the entire original
input image and sub-regions of them. Three patches of the
images are cropped so that the overlap with the text region is
0.5, 0.7, and 0.9. The size of each sampled patch is [0.5, 1]
of the original image size.
For text relocation network, the input images with the
corresponding ground truth vectors are required. Since the
input are overlapped text regions, we extract those regions
by extending the ground truth word regions on four directions
(left, right, up and down). In total, 20,072 regions in Flicker
image datasets are collected. The images and their ground truth
are displayed in Fig. 5. The ground truth are binarized vectors
representing the text regions in the row and word regions in
one of the text line which has maximum height. GTx (i)=1
means the ith row belongs to text lines. Similarly, GTy (j)=1
means the jth column of a certain text line belongs to a word.
The guidance is obtained from the vector of text lines. It should
be a 2D template. To save the storage, we used a vector as
input, and extend it to 2D when multiply with CNN features.
The loss function is expressed in Eq. 3, where pe = 1-p. px and
py is the output of the network. With the input images and the
ground truth vectors, this network can be trained end-to-end.
N
∑ ∑

g s (i)log(pg
GTs (i)log(ps (i)) + GT
s (i))

(3)

s∈{x,y} i=1

C. Results and discussion

Fig. 5. Examples of training samples for text relocation network.

We test the relocation network on a collected testing dataset
from Flicker images. The detail is shown in Fig. 6. First, the
text probabilities of text lines are estimated (The spectrum and
curve on left side of Fig. 6). For displaying, we normalize it to
[0,255]. We set the thresholding to 0 to count the components.
The number and range of the connected components (CCs) are
also the numbers and range of the text lines in the image. In the

Fig. 6. The text relocation procedure. The spectrum and curve represents the
text probabilities of each column and each row respectively.
(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 8. Text relocation results on ICDAR 2013 images. The top ones are
detected text regions by text proposal generation network. (a) Relocation
results for vertical overlapped text. (b) Relocation results for horizontal
overlapped text. (c) Failure cases after text relocation.
(b)
Fig. 7. Text relocation results on Flicker images. (a) Simple scene text images.
(b) Complicated scene text images.

example, we detected two text lines. Then, based on the range
of each text line, the inside regions of words are estimated
in the same way. The number and ranges of CCs is the word
number and ranges in that text line. Referring to the range
of text line and the range of each word, it is easy to get the
text bounding boxes. Many text relocation results are listed in
Fig. 7. We can see that even the background of the images are
complicated, text are adjoined to or being occluded by other
objects, the relocation network can correctly predict the inside
of text regions.
The proposed text detection model is tested on ICDAR 2013
for evaluating its text localization performance. Separately, we
first test the performance of the first part, this is the text
proposal generation network. Then, use the text relocation
network for refinement. The results are summarized and compared with other methods in Tab. II. The results are evaluated
under two different evaluation protocols, the DetEval [19]
and the ICDAR 2013 evaluation [18]. Precision and recall

and f-score are the measurement of detection performance.
Precision represents the proportion of detected text regions
to all detected regions. Recall is the proportion of detected
text regions to ground truth text regions. f-score is a trade-off
between precision and recall rate by computing their harmonic
mean. From the comparison, we found that the precision
improved a lot after the refinement of text relocation. Since
the precision measures the detected text regions over all the
detected regions, we can infer that after text relocation, lots of
overlapped regions decrease and resulting in less false positive
regions.
The text detection results are given in Fig. 8. The images
on the top are the output of text proposal generation network
and the bottom ones are the results after relocation. The text
relocation network shows its super ability to predict the inside
of text regions on both horizontal and vertical directions.
However, this text relocation system fails in some cases. If
the overlap IoU is smaller the setting value, the regions cannot
be processed. Another case is shown in Fig. 8(c). If the text
region is contained by another larger size text regions, it will
be removed after relocation even it once detected in the former

TABLE II
C OMPARISON OF DIFFERENT METHODS ON ICDAR 2013
Image dataset

Recall

ICDAR Eval
Precision
f-score

DATASET.

Recall

DetEval
Precision

f-score

Text proposal generation network
Text proposal generation network
+ Text relocation network

0.86

0.72

0.78

0.84

0.7441

0.79

0.84

0.83

0.84

0.86

0.83

0.85

CTPN [20]
TextBoxes [14]
SSD [10]
FCN [5]
FCRNall+filts [12]
TextFlow [21]

0.93
0.88
0.80
0.88
0.85

0.83
0.83
0.60
0.78
0.76

0.88
0.85
0.68
0.83
0.80

0.89
0.80
0.92
-

0.83
0.60
0.76
-

0.86
0.69
0.83
-

stage. Additionally, because it is difficult to define the ground
truth of the top and bottom position for the overlapped text
lines, this relocation system can only deal with horizontal text
lines.
The proposed method is compared with other state-of-theart text detection algorithms. The text proposal generation
network is modified on SSD method which is generalized
for object detection, but the performance improved greatly
after we made it adaptive to text detection. Compared with
other deep learning based methods, our text detection system
with guided relocation is also comparable. In addition, the text
relocation network can be combined with other regional-based
methods for better text location performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposed a scene text relocation system that refined the detection from text proposals to text. It was structured
by two cascaded deep neural networks, the text proposal generation network and text relocation network. The first network
was a object proposal-based, and may produce text proposals
that had overlap relation. To tackle this problem, a refinement
DNN was applied on the overlapped regions through the
procedure of feature extraction by CNN, max pooling over
two directions and LSTM, to estimate text probability of each
row and then each column with a guidance. This relocation
network helped to remove the multiple overlapped text regions
or joint cracked text regions. It showed the significance on
precision boost after text relocation.
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